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Atmospheric drivers a�ect crop
yields in Mozambique

Robel Takele*, Roberto Buizza and Matteo Dell’Acqua

Center of Plant Sciences, Scuola Universitaria Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy

Climate change has been inducing variations in the statistics of both the large-

scale weather patterns and the local weather in many regions of the world,

and these variations have been a�ecting several human activities, including

agriculture. In this study, we look at the links between large-scale weather

patterns and local weather as well as agriculture, with a specific regional focus

on Mozambique between 1981 and 2019. First, we investigated linear trends and

links between large-scale weather patterns and local weather in the region using

the ERA5 dataset. We used the same data to investigate how climate change has

been a�ecting the statistics of large-scale weather patterns. Then, we derived

Mozambique country-level cereal yield data from FAO and linked it upwith climate

and weather data to assess what is the relationship between large-scale patterns

and local agronomic outputs using a multiple linear regression (MLR) model

with crop yield as the response variable and climate drivers as predictors. The

results indicate that in Mozambique, the crop season warmed substantially and

consistently with climate change-induced global warming, and the rainy season

had become drier and shorter, with precipitation concentrated in fewer, more

intense events. These changes in the local weather have been linked to variations

in the statistics of large-scale weather patterns that characterize the (large-scale)

atmospheric flow over the region. Our results indicate a negative impact on yield

associated with climate change, with average yield losses of 20% for rice and 8%

for maize over the analyzed period (1981–2019). This negative impact suggests

that, at the country scale, further future warming during the growing season may

o�set some of the cereal yield gains from technological advances.
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agriculture, cereal yields, climate change, climatic drivers, multiple linear regression,

production losses, warming

1. Introduction

Climate variability, in particular the frequency and intensity of extreme weather
conditions, has a profound impact on agricultural systems. Understanding how climate
variability affects agricultural systems is a necessary step to be able to assess the resilience
of agricultural systems to changing climate conditions, to issue valuable predictions, and
thus to be able to identify adequate and effective adaptation measures (Moore and Lobell,
2014).

According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Sixth Assessment
Report (AR6), climate warming is unequivocal, and it is the result of anthropogenic activities.
Changes in the land biosphere since 1970 are consistent with global warming; climate zones
have shifted, and crop-growing seasons are changed in both hemispheres. Warming has
resulted in an increased frequency, intensity, and duration of heat-related events, including
heatwaves in most land regions, and in an increase in the intensity of heavy precipitation
events at a global scale (IPCC, 2021).
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The impact of climate change on crops depends on agricultural
systems: in particular, in large parts of the lower latitude regions,
yields of key crops including maize and wheat are affected
negatively by observed climate shifts; the same crops, in some
parts of the higher-latitude regions, may see positive yield
changes (IPCC, 2019). Large-scale atmospheric weather patterns
have a prominent role in driving the year-to-year variability
in crop production by influencing the local weather, including
the surface parameters that most affect crop production, such
as rainfall, temperature, humidity, and wind. Quantifying yield
loss anomalies and understanding their climatic drivers are a
prerequisite to assessing vulnerabilities, developing prediction
systems, and designing adaptation measures to increase the
resilience of food systems.

In sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), ∼95% of the farming systems are
rainfed (Calzadilla et al., 2013), and half of the cultivated land can
be classified as a dry land ecosystem (Cervigni and Morris, 2016).
Since spatial and temporal rainfall patterns and rainfall amounts are
highly variable, and temperature and evapotranspiration stresses
are high, water deficit can have very large negative impacts on
crop growth and development (Testa et al., 2016). If we look
into the future, the warming in the SSA continent is projected
to be greater than the global average, with a projected increased
average temperature of 3–4◦C in 2100 over the historical average
(Thompson et al., 2010). This, in combination with low adaptive
capacity in connection to the acute levels of poverty and the limited
facilities needed to mitigate and/or adapt to the changing climate,
makes the SSA region very vulnerable to the climate crisis (Ringler
et al., 2010; Ramirez and Thornton, 2015). Crop-climate models
indicate that maize (−5 %), sorghum (−14.5 %), and millet (−9.6
%) yields are set to decline significantly in future climates in the SSA
(Knox et al., 2012). Mozambique is among the African countries
that is most exposed to climate-related risks (Mavume et al., 2021).
Its agricultural production is characterized by moderately low
productivity of a wide selection of staple crops, a diverse variety
of annual and perennial horticultural products, and cash crops
(Silva and Matyas, 2014). Rainfed agriculture, which is practiced
by smallholder farmers, accounts for most of the cropped area,
a feature common to other SSA countries. Maize and rice are
the most widely grown crops in Mozambique, and as of 2019,
they account for more than 90% of the total cereal production
(FAOSTAT, 2021).

In SSA smallholder agriculture, crop yields are highly
dependent on local weather. Local weather conditions influence
crop growth and development by affecting the availability of water
and the day and night temperature, resulting in a differential
agronomic output that also depends on agronomic practices and
types of crops and varieties (Karl et al., 1999). Hence, farmers
rely on the knowledge of climate patterns and, when available, the
weather forecast to determine which crops to cultivate and which
management options to choose.

Local weather conditions are affected by large-scale weather
patterns, and thus, changes in the statistics can impact local weather
and crop yield. Climate change affects the statistics of large-scale
weather patterns, making some patterns more/less frequent, and/or
more/less intense; climate change can also impact the structure
of the large-scale patterns. Since predicting large-scale weather
patterns is, in general, easier than predicting local weather (van

Oldenborgh and Burgers, 2005; Buizza and Leutbecher, 2015;
Salinger et al., 2020; Buizza, 2021), there is value in characterizing
the relation existing between large-scale weather patterns and the
crop yield (Ceglar et al., 2016, 2017; Zhao et al., 2017).

In this study, we focus on Mozambique as a case study to
investigate whether (a) in general, variations in the crop yield can
be linked to variations in local weather and then (b) whether these
variations can be linked to variations in the statistics of large-scale
weather patterns due to climate change. If this was the case, then
if we can predict how climate warming will affect the variations in
the large-scale weather patterns, we can also predict the variations
in the local weather and their perspective impact on the crop yield.
Our results show that cereal yields in Mozambique decreased due
to warming and that if this trend continues, it may hamper yield
gains from technological development.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Crop yield and climate data

Crop yield inMozambique is measured by the country’s average
annual yield for rice, maize, and cereals. Maize and rice are
widely grown crops in Mozambique. Based on the 2019 statistics
from FAOSTAT (https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QCL), the
two crops make up the large majority of the total cereal production.
Country-level annual crop production and harvested area data were
obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of
the United Nations (FAOSTAT, 2021). Country-level cereal yield
values were calculated from total production and harvested area.
Data from 1981 to 2019 have been used in this study.

To identify the large-scale weather patterns, the mean sea level
pressure (MSLP) and 850mb level meridional (u850) and zonal
(v850) wind were obtained from ERA5, the fifth generation of
the ECMWF reanalysis for the global climate and weather for
the past 4 to 7 decades (Hersbach et al., 2020). To analyze the
local weather conditions, the daily gridded weather dataset from
the AgERA5 dataset was used. AgERA5 is a dataset designed to
make the ERA5 data available in an easy-to-use format to users
in the agricultural sector. AgERA5 variables used in this study are
maximum air temperature, minimum air temperature, rainfall, and
vapor pressure, obtained from the European Copernicus Program
(AgERA5, 2021).

2.2. Methods of analysis

Crop yields often show an increasing trend over time, which
can be attributed to technological improvements such as the
introduction of new varieties or enhanced crop management.
Therefore, to properly identify the effects of climate on crop yield,
impact from other factors such as technological improvements
must be removed. A time trend analysis using a linear regression
model is one of the most common methods used to detect non-
weather-related impacts on yields over time. A simple linear
regression model has been applied to de-trend the crop yield time
series (Lu et al., 2017).
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The crop growing season summary of rainfall, average
temperature, and vapor pressure deficit are computed to describe
the local climate in Mozambique. Local weather is driven
by large-scale weather patterns. Large-scale weather patterns
are weather developments over a large area, which do not
significantly change over several days. The weather itself can
change during a large-scale weather pattern, but the main
characteristics of the respective regional weather remain the same.
The regional differentiation and the typical sequence of large-
scale weather patterns define the climate of a region. Large-
scale weather patterns may include synoptic-scale pressure systems
and wind patterns such as monsoon systems and convergent
and divergent regions. Mozambique’s rainfall climatology is
determined by seasonal changes in such large-scale weather
patterns (see Supplementary Figure 2), part of which involves a
series of variations:

❖ Southward migration of the Inter-Tropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ).

❖ Variation in the strength of Angola Low (AL).
❖ Changes in the Mozambique Channel Trough (MCT),

characterized by a low-pressure area over the central and
southern Mozambique Channel.

❖ Variations in position and intensity of the Mascarene High
(MH) pressure systems and perturbations in the associated
southern hemisphere mid-latitude westerly circulation.

The MSLP and the 850mb meridional and zonal wind speed
were used to describe the large-scale weather patterns. Within the
area of interest (latitude from 40◦S to 40◦N and longitude from
5◦E to 80◦E), a Pearson product moment correlation analysis was
used to explore the relationship between variations in the large-
scale weather patterns and in the country-level crop yields. The
target region within large-scale atmospheric circulation fields that
drives Mozambique’s interannual yield variation was determined
by computing the simultaneous correlation with respect to fields
of de-trended crop yields and November-to-March average MSLP,
850 hPa meridional winds, and zonal winds. Over the geographic
area of interest, regions of significant influence, defined as the
ones with an anomaly correlation coefficient >20% with a 90%
confidence level (i.e., p < 0.1), were identified from the point-to-
field correlationmap. Points with a correlation lower than 20% have
been masked.

The role of large-scale drivers in recent yield trends was
investigated following the method described by Lobell and Field
(2007), Lobell et al. (2011) and Iizumi et al. (2018). We applied a
multiple linear regression model with crop yield as the response
variable and climate drivers (large-scale weather patterns and local
climate) as the predictor variables. Symbolically, we have assessed
the existence of a linear relationship between the weather variables
and yield:

Yield ∼ F(MSLP; Uwind ; Vwind ; Rain ;Tavg) (1)

While the existence of a linear relationship cannot attribute
directions of causality, as in Kukal et al.’s study (Kukal and Irmak,
2018), we can confidently assume that climate variations may cause
yield changes and not vice versa. A multiple linear regression

(MLR) model was used to estimate the role of climate in recent
yield progress. Assuming that the observed trend in the climate
fields is attributed to the anthropogenic effect (due to climate
change), two yield estimations were performed using the MLR
model: one using the actual observed climate fields (Yfactual) as
predictors and a second one using the de-trended climate fields
(Ycounterfactual) as predictors. Then, the climate impact on the crop
yield was estimated by comparing the factual and counterfactual
yield estimations:

Yc,t =
Yfactual,c,t − Ycounterfactual,c,t

∑2019
1981 Yfactual,c,1981 : 2019

, (2)

where the suffices “t” and “c” indicate the year and crop type, 1Y
is the estimated yield impact, Yfactual is the estimated yield under
the factual climate condition, Ycounterfactual is the estimated yield
under the counterfactual climate condition, and Yfactual,1981 : 2019

is the estimated average yield over the historical period estimated
using factual climate data.

This approach was followed to identify the proportion of
changes in yields due to climate trends relative to the historical
average yield and to assess whether the climate impact on yield
was positive or negative. While an MLR model does not attempt
to capture details of plant physiology or crop management, they
do capture the net effect of the entire range of processes by
which climate affects yields, including the effects of poorly modeled
processes. Thus, such estimates of climate impacts can be viewed as
an upper bound on the impacts of recent trends (Lobell and Field,
2007; McLachlan et al., 2020).

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Rainfall trends during the cropping
season

The rainfall season in Mozambique lasts from October to May
(see Supplementary Figure 1 for a map showing monthly rainfall
climatology). The rainfed cropping season for major cereals relies
on the months with the highest rainfall intensity and typically
covers November to April or May, depending on the crop.

Monthly rainfall totals show a decreasing trend since 1981 in
critical moments of the cropping seasons, particularly in November
(planting month) and February (reproductive stage for the cereals)
(Figure 1). The decreasing trend of the November rainfall totals
is especially critical as it may cause an erratic onset of the
rainy season over time, which creates unfavorable conditions for
sowing during the planting window. The results also indicate
that the January rainfall totals have been increasing significantly
during the last 40 years (Figure 1). In addition, throughout
Mozambique, very heavy rain days have been increasing during
January, whereas light-to-medium rain days have been decreasing
(see Supplementary Figure 4). Thus, in summary, observed trends
indicate that the rainy season has been drier and has been
shortening, with an increased frequency of very intense rainy days
in January.
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FIGURE 1

Linear trend (broken lines) of Mozambique averaged monthly rainfall totals (on the Y-axis) from 1981 to 2020. The blue shade represents the 95%

confidence region. The correlation coe�cients Kendall tau (τ ) and the p-value (p) for the 1981–2020 and 1991–2020 periods are given at the top of

each panel.

3.2. Warming of the cropping season

The temperature anomaly during the November to March
season across the past 40 years shows a clear warming trend,
which becomes more evident after 2002 (Figure 2). It is also
worth noticing a quasi-decadal variability in the growing season
temperature that can be detected in the 5-year centered running
average (black line in Figure 2: for each year Y, the line shows
the mean between Y-2 and Y+2 years), with lower relative
values in 1989, 2003, and 2012. The trend analyses conducted
between 1981 and 2020 have indicated an increase in the seasonal
average temperature of 1.9◦C per decade in Mozambique. This
is higher than the global average, which is approximately 1.5◦C
since the pre-industrial period (Allen et al., 2018). The scientific
community agrees on continuous warming in the years to come.
Mavume et al. (2021) projected that mean annual temperatures in
Mozambique are likely to increase by 1.0–1.5◦C from the historical
by the 2040s and between 1.5 and 4◦C by the end of the 21st
century. The projected rise in temperatures and the associated
rate of warming will increase evapotranspiration and result in
more frequent and intense extreme heat events (INGC, 2009).
Higher temperatures during the cropping season can have dramatic
impacts on productivity, farm incomes, and food security (Battisti
and Naylor, 2009).

3.3. The link between large-scale climatic
drivers, local weather, and crop yield

Large-scale climatic drivers relevant to the wet season in
Mozambique are most prominent from November to March,
whereas they start to weaken in April and May when the dry
season system takes over (Supplementary Figure 2). We identified
the drivers in this window looking at the simultaneous correlation
between de-trended fields of MSLP and 850mb meridional and
zonal wind and country-level yield. The correlation map between
country-level yield and atmospheric variables (Figure 3) illustrates
the links between large-scale climatic drivers and yield. There is
a negative MSLP signal in the northern Indian Ocean including
the Arabian Peninsula (10◦N to 30◦N, 50◦E to 70◦E; MSLP index),

an area dominated by the Arabian high-pressure system which
intensifies in strength and extent duringNovember toMarch. There
is a positive meridional wind signal over the southern part of Africa
(10◦S to 18◦S, 10◦E to 20◦E; u850-index). This region is dominated
by the Angola low which intensifies during this period (Crétat et al.,
2019; Barimalala et al., 2020). There is a distinct negative surface
zonal wind correlation in the region located south of Madagascar
(30◦S to 38◦S, 23◦E to 37E; v850-index).

The country-level climate indices (Rain, Tavg, and VPD),
together with identified atmospheric indices (MSLP index,
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FIGURE 2

Standardized daily average temperature anomaly relative to 1981–2000: average over November to March. The black line shows the 5-year running

mean. The broken black lines show the de-trended temperature anomaly. The bold broken red line marks the value for 2001.

u850-index, and v850-index) from the area of influence, which
drive the Mozambique cereal yield, were used to describe the
influences of large-scale atmospheric drivers on local weather that
affect year-to-year variations of country-level yield progress.

There is a strong association between large-scale weather
patterns and the local climate that influences crop yield (see
Supplementary Figure 5). An intensification of the high-pressure
system over the Arabian subcontinent (as indicated, e.g., by the
MSLP index) leads to a reduction in the growing season rainfall
and an increased vapor pressure deficit in Mozambique, which
induce a lower crop yield due to the reduced moisture availability
during the growing season (Figure 4A). At times of stronger
meridional winds over the southern Africa region, especially
around the west coast of Angola (as indicated by the u850-

index), Mozambique seasonal rainfall totals are enhanced and
vapor pressure deficit (moisture demand) is reduced, increasing
cereal yields. Weaker zonal wind over the south of Madagascar
(v850-index), which enhances growing season temperature and the
associated vapor pressure deficit, may result in reduced cereal yields
(Figure 4).

3.4. Impacts of climate on crop yield

Yields of total cereals and grain maize increased in
Mozambique in the last 40 years (see Supplementary Figure 3).
In the same period, rice yields show a decreasing trend although
yield values between 1981 and 1986 and from 2015 onward
show some leveling off. We explored the potential influence of
large-scale weather patterns on local climate, in turn affecting
crop production, using an MLR model. The vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) parameter was left out from the MLR models due
to co-linearity with average temperature which may inflate the
variance factor (Supplementary Table 1). At least 48% (cereals),

46% (maize), and 43% (rice) of the variance in year-to-year yield
changes were explained by the MLR models.

These inferred impacts reflect the influences of large-scale
climatic drivers that were captured by the MLR models. Negative
yield impacts since 2002 indicate that recent climate trends have
suppressed Mozambique’s cereal yield progress and should be
addressed through adaptation measures. The estimated average
yield impacts in the historical period (1981–2019) due to historical
climate change, relative to a counterfactual climate condition, were
observed to be negative for all major crops (Figure 5). Rice is more
affected by climate change than maize. The MLR model estimates
average yield loss of 20% for rice, 8% for maize, and 9% for major
cereals over the historical period.

This result confirms the impact of anthropogenic climate
change on crop yields, by linking the influence of changes in
the variability of the large-scale weather patterns on the local
weather variability, affecting crop production. The results also
indicate that the increased warming during the growing season
affects water availability and thus crop production. Lesk et al.
(2021) discussed that rising air temperature is a leading risk
to global crop production and emphasized the critical role of
moisture availability in regulating crop responses to heat and
the importance of temperature–moisture couplings. Despite the
underlying uncertainty of climate projections in regard to the
precise amount of warming, the expected rise in temperature is
likely to increase the adverse impacts on cereal production and
impact the food supply in Mozambique.

4. Conclusion

Using weather data from ERA5 and AgERA5 and crop yield
data from FAOSTAT, we have investigated how trends in rainfall
and temperature during the crop growing season have been
affecting crop yields in Mozambique.
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FIGURE 3

Correlation (positive shades of red and negative shades of blue) of continuous Mozambique yield anomalies: (first column) cereals, (second column)

maize, and (third column) rice, with simultaneous synoptic-scale meteorological drivers: (first row) MSLP, (second row) U-wind @850 hPa, (third row)

V-wind @850 hPa. Target area and key features are highlighted.

We found that rainfall totals during November and February
have been decreasing since 1981, while rainfall totals during January
have been increasing. In other words, the rainfall season has been
becoming drier and shorter, withmore extreme precipitation events
concentrated in January. The seasonal average temperature of the
crop season has also been warming significantly from 1981 to 2020,
with the warming being more pronounced after 2002. We observed
that interannual yield anomalies in Mozambique could be linked
to variations in the large-scale systems that control the regional

climate with quasi-periodic fluctuations. The results indicate that
recent large-scale climate trends, attributed to human activity, have
a negative impact on the country’s yield progress. On average, since
1981, the yield of maize and rice was reduced by 20% and 8% due
to climate change alone.

These findings could likely be generalized to other regions of
Southern Africa. More detailed, local data would reinforce our
results and allow a finer discussion of the effects of climate on
crop yield. For this study, we could use only access country-level
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FIGURE 4

Relationship between crop yield (kg ha−1) and climatic drivers. (A) Crop yield ∼ large-scale drivers; (B) crop yield ∼ local climate. Each decade is

shown with a di�erent color and shape, indicating that the relationships do not appear to change through time. Significance level: *P < 0.1, **P <

0.05, ***P < 0.01, ****P < 0.001.

crop production data, and this did not allow us to account for the
variation of cropping practices across different locations in different
agro-ecologies as well as for the separation of irrigated and rainfed
cropping areas. Further research may benefit from disaggregated
crop production to explore localized impacts of climate variability.
Another opportunity to further improve our results would be to
investigate in detail the impact of climate change on the frequency

and intensity of extreme weather conditions, such as floods, storms,
cyclones, and droughts, and their impact on crop yields. Currently,
there is limited availability of data on the occurrence of natural
disasters. Finally, we could not consider shifts of cropping areas
and changes in agricultural policies that could have affected cultural
cropping practices at a large scale. Those changes may introduce an
artificial temporary trend to crop production progress and bias the
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FIGURE 5

Estimated impacts of large-scale climate drivers on average yields for 1981–2019. Positive values indicate that the climate has increased the yields,

and negative values indicate that climate has decreased the yields relative to what would have occurred without the anthropogenic e�ect.

regression estimator used to de-trend yield to remove non-climatic
factors. However, our factual vs. counterfactual approach allowed
us to attribute a decrease in yield to climate change regardless of
these background factors. Following our results, we can confidently
state that the historical large-scale climate drivers and cereal yield
relationships indicate that, at the country scale, warming from
2001 has very likely offset some of the cereal yield gains from
technological advances.

These results may be relevant also in a prediction framework;
since predicting large-scale weather patterns is easier than
predicting the local weather. In addition, understanding how
climate change could affect the statistics of the large-scale
weather patterns would contribute to a better early warning
system centered on yield forecasts at longer timescales. The
impacts of anthropogenic warming on agriculture can be offset
by innovating management practices and leveraging the capacity
for local adaptation of crop varieties (Nobre et al., 2019;
Gomez-Zavaglia et al., 2020; Henry, 2020). Adaptation strategies
for the agriculture sector in areas affected by climate change,
such as Mozambique, could be developed by combining studies
similar to this one, assessing how climate variability has been
affecting crop yields, with studies that identify which crop
varieties and management practices can adapt better to the
ongoing and projected climates. The existing linkage between
large-scale weather patterns, local climate, and crop yields
examined and described in this study can also be a basis for
the development of crop production monitoring and prediction
systems capable of providing indication and early warning on the
performance of crop production season and the expected yield
before harvest, thus supporting food security in the wake of the
climate crisis.
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